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-6and makes no use of (iii) at all. His remark at 50B6-8 (it must always be
called the same
to reply,

•

•

•

) parallels answer (i) in the gold-example: we are always

"it is gold,11 for that much a.bout it remains the same.

In addition,

5QB8-C4 parallels comment (ii): the Receptacle never truly takes on a.ny of
the characters t}jat it receives, although it may appear to do so. Cornford
brings out the parallel clearly:

Tbs Forms, tin some utrange manner that is hard to express',
imp:cess their characteristic qualities on the Receptacle. But
the Receptacle does not itself possess any of these characters
or qualities, any more than gold in itself possesses a triangular
stL'lpe. The qua.Iitie;(i'O'°not''b-e"long to it; they only pass in and
0u'�: -like images crossing a mirror. 15
Plato1s own explanation in 50BSff thus seems to u11de1·cut one of Cherniss1
arguments for a parallel with 49D-E. Cherniss supports that parallel hy
.,
.
comparing B3-4 a ye

,
... ]:tc.:-rant117'c
t

. h 4 J:i'') 1
..
,
wit
9��- !1- cpcvyct
... cpao't<;

•

16 They are

indeed similar pasaages, but Plato 1s explanation shows that the clause
within the gold-example makes a special and rather different point. At 49
E2-4, Flato cited the 11fugitivity11

of phenomenal individuals as a reason

why they cannot provide a stable, definite referent for such terms as "this"
or 11 firef! or "water" or the rest. At that point, his aim was to s:gy t�1at
we should properly refer these terms to something else (to
'

,

act )

-ro 'l"Otoi:'i·co·r

But at 50B )-lt he is explaining why we should not speak of the gold

•

as being of-any-particular-shape: not because we should refer such shapewords elsewhere (though Plato does believe that) but because these transitory shapes have no real hold upon the nature of the gold, and cannot be

,

said to be H'.1at it is (i.e. cannot rightly answer the question n 110-r

cent
'
,

)

•

'

In 5CB2·�4 Plato is concerned with talk about the Receptacle, not

about triangle or fire.
15 Cornford, Plato's Cos�?lo.e;y, p.

184, my underlining; cf. also p.181.

16. Page 125, n. 17, lines 7-11, and page 126, n. 18, lines 5-8.

-7-

II
The cumule.tive effect of the difficulties I have indicated is to
leave rue unconvinced by Cherniss1

reading of the gold-example.

terpretation ,;ill be very different from his,

My own in-

yet my basic orientation

toward the passage follows a principle which Ci:rnrniss himself has done
more than any other commentator to establish. As Cherniss emphasized,
The whole sentence from 50A7 to the end
the hypothesis that someone asks

a

•

•

•

is determined by

question

•

•

•

and is framed

as the recowns11J.ation of a reply to that questioner
consequently the person who asks the question,
about which he asks, must be thought of

as

•

•

•

;

and

not the thing

the one who will

accept or decline to accept this answer [i.e. as the subject
of 50B5
In other words,

b0cAn] .17
i

the passage depicts in miniature a specific dialectical

situation of question-and-·answer;
encounter,

it presents the schema of a dialectical

and it is in the context of that encounter that Flato1s reccL--

18

mendations are ma.de.

This fact is the key to the passage,

to show. I first set forth the main lines of my reading,

as I shall

try

and then offer

a defense of its details.
The bas:..c antithesis or contrast in our passage is not between (i)
and (ii),

nor (ii) and (iii),

but between (i) and (iii);

er rather - since

(i) and (ii) go closely together as two sides of the same coin - between
the (i)-(ii) complex and (iii).

It is a contrast between the best reply
) and a second-best reply (one to be

17. Cherniss,

pp.

126-127.

18. Details will be added below, but the dialectical character of the
passage is sufficiently proved by the question posed ( tfop.cvou -r{ rro.i_
ba-r{ ), and by the language of (iii): Plato often uses c0cAciv of dia

lectical readiness to say something,

answer a question,

or participate in

lrroocxco0at
for accepting an answer, but
is also found (n.b. Soph 2li7D6 t0cAOtcv av ocxccr0at \-tat 6µ0ocxco0at
Acyd v [ cf. 247E6] ) We shall-se6° that �yarrav and &.crcpcf>.c ta also fit
a discussion;

he usually uses

•

this dialectical orientation.

·
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-20seem to help. Aristotle only once refers to the gold-example, but he is
44
Simplicius quotes
puzzled by it, too, and comments only on clause ( i).
at length from the gold-example

45,
· but he stops at 5QB4 µc-rarrfo-rct , and

thus omits clause (iii) entirely! The explanation he provides in the context
clearly shows that he took the gold-example as an illustration of the Recep.
46
tacle.
He quotes lines 49E6-50A4 with it, and apparently takes it that

a0-rou rrcpt in 50A5 refers back only to lines 49E7ff, in which the subject
of the Receptacle ( bv
but Cherniss holds

48

�)

�

was introduced. Cornford took much the same view 7

that it illustrates all of 49C7-50A4.

None of this really dispels the enigma, nor is anything likely to do
so. We can say that at� 49-50 Plato is concerned with

�9

ments involving ostension

tha

logic of state

He seeks to distinguish the stable or invariant

factors which enter into the constitution of the transitory occurrences at
which we point. With characteristically vivid imaginative force, he does
this - not by imagining the effects of slow, ·relentless processes of change
(cf. Melissus B7), nor by contemplating the "certain uncertainties" over
vast extents of time (cf. the ode in Sophocles' 11Ajax11 646-683); instead he
imagines an artisan ceaselessly moulding some gold (why gold?) into

a.11

va-

rieties of shapes. Around this vivid image he then builds a dialectical encounter in which various possible replies are discussed, and then adapts the
whole to his exposition of the obscure "all-receiving nature.11 Perhaps - given
such a complex array of purposes - the enigmatic character of the passage

was

quite unavoidable.
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44. de gen. et corr. II.1,329a.13-21. See Shorey, AJF X (1889), pp.63-65.
45. In De Caelo, p.636, 22-27 (Heiberg).
46. lli_, 636,27 - 637,19 (n.b. 636,28-29).
47. Plato's Cosmology, pp. 181-185 (n.b. 181 [bottom], 183 [top], and 184
[bottom - quoted on p. 6 above]).
48. 125.1-2.
49. Compare Stilpo1s argument in Diog. Laer.t. II.119 (107,18-20 [Long]); and
cf.£!:!.! �29B-431A and Polit. 285D..286R.

